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A method for analyzing general pulsed magnetization transfer
(MT) experiments in which off-resonance saturation pulses are inter-
leaved with on-resonance excitation pulses is presented. We apply
this method to develop a steady-state signal equation for MT-
weighted spoiled gradient echo sequences and consider approxima-
tions that facilitate its rapid computation. Using this equation, we
assess various experimental designs for quantitatively imaging the
fractional size of the restricted pool, cross-relaxation rate, and T1 and

2 relaxation times of the two pools in a binary spin bath system.
From experiments on agar gel, this method is shown to reliably and
accurately estimate the exchange and relaxation properties of a ma-
terial in an imaging context, suggesting the feasibility of using this
technique in vivo. © 2000 Academic Press

Key Words: magnetization transfer; cross-relaxation; quantita-
ive imaging; magnetic resonance imaging.

1. INTRODUCTION

Magnetization transfer (MT) provides a form of contrast
allows one to indirectly observe1H atoms whose resonance
too short to be observed using conventional MR imag
Initially developed for biological applications as an NM
experiment (1), MT contrast has since been incorporated in
variety of imaging techniques (2–5). Many of these use s
called magnetization transfer contrast ratios (MTR) to re
sent the signal change induced by MT. While MTR techniq
are quantitative, the usefulness of these ratios is limite
their dependences on the specific details of the pulse seq
and imaging hardware (6). Furthermore, clinical limitations o
power absorption preclude completely saturating the restr
pool so as to simplify the interpretation of the data (1, 7).

NMR experiments employing continuous-wave (CW)
esonance irradiation to create MT contrast have been us
haracterize a variety of materials in terms of their intri
elaxation properties (8, 9). These methods are based o
inary spin bath model (10, 11) in which protons belong t
ither a free pool1Hf, consisting primarily of hydrogen bou

o water, and a restricted pool1Hr, consisting of hydroge
bound to larger molecules. The two pools are assume
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transfer magnetization either by chemical exchange or di
magnetic interaction (12).

A number of authors have proposed MT imaging techni
that yield intrinsic properties based on the binary spin
model. Quessonet al. (13, 14) have described a techniq
similar to an NMR experiment (15) in which continuous-wav

ff-resonance irradiation is used to prepare the magnetiz
efore performing conventional imaging. Lee and Dagher16)

proposed a similar technique with fewer measurements
yields only the fractional size of the restricted pool. An al
nate technique, yielding all of the parameters of the binary
bath model, described by Chaiet al. (17) measures the a
proach to steady state for trains of binomial pulses of var
duty cycle and duration. Another method recently describe
Gochberget al. (18) saturates the restricted pool by succes
nversions of the free pool so as to estimate the fractiona
f the restricted pool and relaxation properties of the free p
The challenges of developing a clinical imaging techn

hat yields exchange and relaxation properties based o
inary spin bath model are threefold. First, one needs to

he use of continuous-wave irradiation, which is not wid
vailable, and the large power deposition that is typica
MR experiments. Second, sufficient data to constrain
spects of the model need to be collected within a relat
hort period, such as half an hour. And third, a computatio
fficient model of the experiment is needed so that estim
f the model parameters at every voxel becomes fea
xisting methods either do not meet all of these criteria or y
nly a subset of the relaxation parameters.
In this work we describe a method for analyzing gen

ulsed MT experiments in which off-resonance satura
ulses are interleaved with on-resonance excitation (ima
ulses. We apply this method to develop a signal equatio
T-weighted spoiled gradient echo sequences and con
pproximations that facilitate its rapid computation. Using
quation, we assess various experimental designs for im

he fractional size of the restricted pool, cross-relaxation
ndT1 andT2 relaxation times of the two pools. In doing

we demonstrate the feasibility of using conventional M
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25QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER
weighted MRI pulse sequences to rapidly produce quantit
images of the exchange and relaxation properties withi
object.

2. METHODS

2.1. Modeling Pulsed MT Sequences

We have employed a binary spin bath model to predic
behavior of materials in pulsed MT experiments. In this
proach, the magnetization of the free pool is described b
Bloch equations while that of the restricted pool is mod
using the Redfield–Provotorov theory (19). A first-order rate
onstant governs exchange between the two pools.
For experiments on clinical scanners the timescale is

nough and the irradiation is weak enough compared t
ain magnetic fieldB0 that the Zeeman and dipolar terms

the Hamiltonian have their own associated temperatures
pressed as five coupled differential equations the behav
the magnetization is given by

dMx,f

dt
5 2

Mx,f

T2,f
2 DMy,f 2 Im~v1! Mz,f [1]

dMy,f

dt
5 2

My,f

T2,f
1 DMx,f 1 Re~v1! Mz,f [2]

dMz,f

dt
5 R1,f~M0,f 2 Mz,f! 2 kfMz,f 1 krMz,r

1 Im~v1! Mx,f 2 Re~v1! My,f [3]

dMz,r

dt
5 R1,r~M0,r 2 Mz,r! 2 krMz,r

1 kfMz,f 2 WMz,r 1 Wb9 [4]

db9

dt
5 WS2pD

D D 2

~Mz,r 2 b9! 2
1

TD
b9, [5]

where the subscripts f and r denote the free and restricted
and the subscriptsx, y, andz denote the various components
a magnetization vector.b is the inverse spin temperatu
associated with the dipolar order of the restricted pool.TD is
the dipolar relaxation time.v 1 5 gB1, the excitation field
trength, is complex and time varying for general pulses
circularly polarized coil. The parameterD is related to th

inewidth of the restricted pool (19); for a Gaussian linesha
his is given byD 2 5 1/3T2,r

2 . By definition,kr 5 kf /F, where
F 5 M 0,r /M 0,f is the ratio of the pool sizes.

The transition rateW for the saturation of the restricted po
is given for CW experiments in the absence ofB0 field gradi-
ents by

W 5 pv 1
2G~D!, [6]
ve
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whereG is the lineshape function for the restricted pool. W
G is a Lorentzian, the behavior of the system approximates
of the Bloch equations for smallT2,r (20). Gaussian lineshap

ave been found appropriate for solids and gels (15) as have
super-Lorentzians for tissues (21). If the system is assumed
be in steady state then irradiation patterns more complex
a continuous wave can be accounted for by summing
transition rates of the various spectral components (22, 23).

For sufficiently short pulses the approximation that the m
netization of the restricted pool is constant during a repet
period of a pulse sequence may not be satisfactory. In
circumstances the transition rate will be time varying. Trea
the restricted pool as a causal linear system, the lineshap
be interpreted as the real part of a complex suscepti
function from which the impulse response of the syste
readily computed to be

g~t! 5
2

p E
0

`

G~D!cos~Dt!dD, t . 0. [7]

Convolving this response function with the instantaneous
diation power yields the time-varying transition rate

W~t! 5 pv 1
2~t! p g~t!. [8]

owever, for shaped MT pulses with bandwidths narrow c
ared to the linewidth, the transition rate can be approxim
s

W~t! 5 pv 1
2~t!G~D!, [9]

hereD is the center frequency of the off-resonance irra
ion.

While we propose Eqs. [1]–[5] and [9] as an accurate m
or describing pulsed MT experiments, in practice using t
rdinary differential equations to estimate the parameters o
pin bath model from experimental data is computation
nfeasible. Given that one needs to construct a series of e
ments in order to completely characterize the binary spin

odel and that, due to the complexity the model, the proce
stimation is inevitably iterative, one may need to numeric
olve these equations upward of ten million times for
maging protocol. In subsequent sections we describe a nu
f approximate solutions to these equations that lend t
elves to rapid computation. These approximations were
n view of the experiments that we describe briefly in
ollowing section.

.2. Outline of Experiments

We have validated our signal equation using two acquis
trategies and various concentrations of agar gel, a ma
hose MT properties have been well characterized (15) by the
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26 SLED AND PIKE
binary spin bath model with a Gaussian lineshape for
restricted component and neglecting the dipolar reservoir
model parameters reported by Henkelmanet al. (15) at 1.5 T
or 2, 4, and 8% agar are given in Table 1.

We performed two types of experiments on agar gels.
rst, which we call a magnetization transfer prepared (M
equence, consists of a train of shaped off-resonance p
hat drive the system into steady state after which thez mag-
etization of the free pool is measured using a 90° pulse. P
ycling (24) rather than RF spoiling is used to select the FID
he 90° pulse making this experiment analogous to the N
xperiments described in (15), in which a period of continuou
ave irradiation was used to drive the system into steady
efore measurement with a 90° pulse.
The second type of experiment, a spoiled gradient

equence (MTSPGR), has an MT pulse followed by a s
elective low-angle excitation pulse and readout at every
tition. RF spoiling and crusher gradients are used to dis

ransverse magnetization produced by the MT pulses and
ent the formation of stimulated echoes. When comparin
wo types of sequences we refer to the repetition period fo
T pulse (TMT) which for the MTSPGR sequence is same

the repetition time of the excitation (TR).

2.3. A Signal Equation for Pulsed MT Sequences

One can predict the outcome of a pulsed MT experimen
numerically solving the ordinary differential Eqs. [1]–[5] ov
a time interval long enough for a steady state to establish
use this method as the standard to evaluate various ap
mate signal equations. Following the derivation of (25) we
decomposed the pulsed sequences into a number of
which have simple exact or approximate solutions to
ODEs. Concatenating these solutions together and solvin
gebraically for the magnetization in steady state yields a s
equation that can be rapidly computed.

Three cases having simple solutions to the differential e
tions are those of instantaneous pulsed excitation, contin
wave excitation, and free precession. These solutions c
combined in a number of ways. For example, concatenatin

TABLE 1
Model Parameters for 2, 4, and 8% Agar Based on CW

Experiments Reported by Henkelman et al. (15)

2% agar 4% agar 8% agar

f 0.96 0.1 s21 1.86 0.2 s21 3.96 0.5 s21

F 0.00516 0.001 0.0116 0.002 0.0226 0.004
R1,f 0.516 0.07 s21 0.706 0.10 s21 1.086 0.16 s21

R1,r 1 6 1 s21 1 6 1 s21 1 6 1 s21

T2,f 636 8 ms 326 4 ms 166 2 ms
T2,r 12.96 0.1ms 12.96 0.1ms 12.96 0.1ms

Note.The corresponding values ofR1
obs were 0.496 0.02, 0.686 0.03, and

.146 0.05 s21, respectively.
e
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solution for a period of continuous-wave excitation follow
by a period without saturation yields the responses t
off-resonance rectangular pulse. Furthermore, differen
proximate solutions can be used for the two pools.

Since the behavior of the free pool near resonance ten
be complicated, neither a continuous-wave nor a rectan
pulse approximation is satisfactory. Instead we modeled
effect of an MT pulse on the free pool as an instantan
fractional saturation of the longitudinal magnetization. T
saturation fraction is computed by simulation of the Bl
equations taking into account the pulse envelope andT2,f decay
but neglecting exchange with the restricted pool andR1,f re-
covery. Neglecting these terms is compensated for by in
ing R1,f recovery and exchange in the adjacent stages o
sequence. This approach is taken to uncoupleT2,f from R1,f and
kf thus limiting the number of parameters that the satura
fraction depends on. With the saturation fraction only dep
ing onT2,f for a particular pulse envelope, these fractions w
are relatively expensive to compute are computed in adv
and reused in subsequent calculations.

We considered two models for the restricted pool, on
which it experiences continuous-wave excitation of equiva
average power and another in which the MT pulse is repl
by a rectangular pulse having equivalent average power
width equal to the full width at half-maximum of the insta
taneous pulse powerv 1

2(t). While we investigated taking in
account the bandwidth of the shaped pulses in the fo
model, we found this correction to be negligible for th
experiments.

An additional variation we considered was to neglect
dipolar term in the Hamiltonian. Altogether, this gave us
models to evaluate, two variants of the signal equation
with and without the dipolar term. For each of these model
excitation pulse was incorporated as an additional fract
saturation of the free pool and, due to its lower power, wa
considered for the bound pool. The formulas for the ste
state magnetization are given in the Appendix.

2.4. Numerical Simulations

Numerical simulations were used to investigate two asp
of our methodology. The first was to determine how closely
various signal equations predict the results of the nume
simulations, which we assume to be correct. The second w
determine which pulse sequence designs yield the best p
tions. While we did not exhaustively pursue the latter,
looked at the five pulse sequences for which experimenta
were also collected. Simulations with and without the dip
terms were made for each of three materials having the
erties of 2, 4, and 8% agar given in Table 1. These simula
were also used to assess bias in the parameter estim
technique described in Section 2.6.

The numerical simulations were computed using a stan
ODE solver in which the simulation was stopped when
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27QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER
difference in magnetization at the readout time differed by
than 0.05% from that at the previous repetition. Spoiling
modeled by setting the transverse components of the m
tization to zero after each MT pulse.

2.5. Experimental Validation

The MTP sequences consisted of a 7.7-s train of MT pu
(for TMT 5 15 ms this corresponds to 512 pulses) followed
a 90° on-resonance excitation pulse and gradient echo re
with TE 5 4 ms. Based on numerical simulations 7.7 s
sufficient to establish steady state for these experiments
MT pulses used were Hanning windowed Gaussians with
ration 10.24 or 30.72 ms (bandwidth 200 and 67 Hz) wh
offset frequency and power could be varied. Phase cyclin
the 90° pulse was used to separate its FID from cohere
generated by the MT pulses.

The MTSPGR experiments consisted of a gradient
sequence with TE5 4 ms and TR5 TMT either 50 or 25 ms
Excitation pulse angles of 10° and 7° were chosen for the
cases based on the MT contrast relative to noise determin
numerical simulation. A combination of strong crushing g
dients and RF spoiling (26) was used to eliminate any resid
ransverse magnetization between repetitions. On the ba
umerical simulation, a period of 12.8 s of initial pulsing w
etermined to be sufficient to establish steady state and
sed in all MTSPGR studies before data were acquired.
The agar gels for these experiments were prepared in 1

ottles, 16 cm high. This allowed for a spectrum of of
requencies to be tested in a single experiment by employ
inear field gradient (27) along the cylinder axis during the M
ulses. Since in practice we were interested in a logarit
eries of frequency offsets, data were acquired in three s
apturing a range from zero to 1, 10, and 100 kHz, res
ively.

The raw data from these experiments are biased by a
ination of nonuniform coil sensitivity and nonuniform ex

ation (B1) field strength (28), the latter of which affects bo
he MT and the excitation pulses. Rather than model the
ffects we chose to collect an additional gradient echo
ithout MT pulses which we used to estimate a smooth
niformity field (29) and normalize the intensity of t
TSPGR data. This approach compensates for reception

itivity variations as well as variations in the excitation pul

TAB
Summary of Experiments Using Spa

Experiment Type TR Pulse duration

I MTP 15 ms 10.24 ms
II MTP 50 ms 30.72 ms
III MTSPGR 50 ms 10.24 ms
IV MTSPGR 50 ms 30.72 ms
V MTSPGR 25 ms 10.24 ms
s
s
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n addition, we measured the main magnetic field variat
B0) using a phase difference imaging technique (30) and
orrected the offset frequencies of the MT pulses accordi
A summary of the various experiments conducted u

patial encoding of MT offset frequency is given in Table
ach experiment was repeated for three different MT p
ngles (powers). The average irradiation power correspo

o each of the three pulses is the same for each typ
xperiment.
As an additional experiment we used a series of MTS

mages to compute parameter images for the various ma
roperties. For this experiment we used pulse sequenc
nd V with only the low- and high-power pulses. Each ex

ment was conducted for 16 offset frequencies ranging
00 Hz to 80 kHz from resonance. While these experim
ere normalized using a scan without MT pulses as befor
lso measuredB1 field strength using a modified stimula

echo pulse sequence (31) and corrected the MT pulse power
ach voxel. Images were made for a transverse section

hree gel bottles along with a bottle of 254mM MnCl2 solution.
The parameterskf, F, R1,f, R1,r, T2,f, andT2,r are not uniquel

determined for experiments in the steady state (32). Following
the approach of (15), we resolved this by making an indep
dent measurement of the apparent relaxation rateR1

obs and
estimatingR1,r. In the absence of irradiation, a binary spin b
system can be expected to relax with the two spin–la
relaxation rates. However, for typical inversion recovery
periments only the longer of the two can be observed. He
R1,f is related toR1

obs by

R1,f 5
R1

obs

1 1 1 F kf

R1,f
G ~R1,r 2 R1

obs!

~R1,r 2 R1
obs! 1 kf /F

2
. [10]

R1,r was chosen rather arbitrarily to be 1 s21 with an uncer-
tainty, for the purpose of error calculations, of61 s21. In
practice, this has little impact on subsequent estimates o
other parameters.

R1
obs was determined for each gel using a standard inve

recovery sequence with a TR of 2 s and a range of inversio
times. Estimates were made using a nonlinear least-squa

2
Encoding of MT Offset Frequencies

MT pulse angles Excitation a

219° 438° 657° 90°
693° 1386° 2079° 90°
400° 800° 1200° 10°
693° 1386° 2079° 10°
283° 566° 849° 7°
LE
tial
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28 SLED AND PIKE
to the data. For completeness the apparentT2 of the gels wa
also measured using a 32-echo quantitativeT2 imaging se-
quence (33). All experiments were conducted at 1.5 T o
Siemens Vision scanner (Siemens Medical Systems, Erlan

2.6. Parameter Estimation

The material properties were estimated for each experi
by nonlinear least-squares fitting of the MTSPGR signal e
tion with T2,f, T2,r, kf, andF as independent parameters. T
corresponding value ofR1,f for each parameter estimate w
determined using Eq. [10] and the estimates ofR1

obs andR1,r. In
ractice a scale factor could also be included as a free p
ter in the fit; however, since the data are normalized, we

his scale factor for each parameter estimate such tha
ignal magnitude in the absence of MT pulses is one.
ame technique was used to estimate the parameters u
enerate the numerical simulations described in Section
For the purposes of parameter estimation, one need n

estricted to data from a single type of experiment. We
stimated the material properties based on a simultaneou
ata from all five experiment types. In principle the invers
ecovery data used to estimateR1

obs could also be included in
simultaneous fit to the MT data. However, the precision o
R1

obs estimates was such that this added complication
deemed unnecessary.

For the experiments in which frequency offsets were
coded spatially, the number of measurements was too la
process easily. For these experiments the data were ap
mated using cubic B-splines and sampled regularly in loga
mic steps from 300 Hz to 80 kHz with 10 samples per dec
For the imaging experiments, which had comparatively
measurements, no resampling was done.

The MTP type experiments were analyzed using the s
formula as for the MTSPGR experiments by taking the l
in which the excitation flip angle goes to zero. The ana
formula given by Henkelmanet al. (15) for CW experiment
an also be used to analyze the MTP type experiments
wo approaches differ in their handling of the free p
agnetization at small offset frequencies, where the s

ation of the Bloch equations used in the MTSPGR sig
quation differs from the Lorentzian lineshape approxi

ion used in the CW equation. In practice, the two form
gree closely for MTP experiments at offset frequen
reater than 1 kHz. However, the MTSPGR signal equa
as the flexibility to take the duty cycle of the irradiat

nto account.

3. RESULTS

3.1 Numerical Simulations

In comparing the results of the ODE simulations to
predictions of our signal equations, we found the two to
generally in agreement. The residual differences, most no
n).
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able for the 8% agar, followed a number of trends. At l
frequency offsets, from 100 Hz to 1 kHz, the signal equa
consistently underestimates the simulation, likely as a res
the approximations used in modeling the free pool. This t
appears in all four cases shown in Fig. 1. Since the effe
decreasingT2,f is to shift the low-frequency portion of the cur
to the right, one can expect this discrepancy to result inT2,f

being overestimated. Parameters derived from simulation
each of the five experiment types were found to overesti
T2,f on average by 2 ms for each gel.

In the range 1 kHz to 10 kHz off resonance, the devia
depended on both the variant of the signal equation an
type of experiment. In general, the rectangular pulse
variant of the signal equation tended to slightly overestim
the signal in this range, while the continuous-wave va
would underestimate the signal by either a large or a s
amount depending on the type of experiments. This latter
is consistent with experiments having short relatively inte
pulses deviating from the CW model. Compare, for exam
the curves in Figs. 1a and 1b. The latter, a type III experim
has less frequent and more intense pulses.

In the absence of dipole interaction (i.e.,TD 3 0), the two
ariants of the signal equation were in good agreement wit
DE simulation beyond 10 kHz. Incorporating dipole inte

ion increased the deviation of the CW model variant from
DE solution. Compare, for example, Figs. 1b and 1d, w

or the latter the curves only converge just before the MT e
isappears around 30 kHz.

FIG. 1. Comparison of ODE solutions with two variants of the MTSP
signal equation for 8% agar. The two variants use the continuous-wave
and rectangular pulse (RP) approximations for the restricted pool. The
curves shown for each case correspond to the three MT pulse power
throughout (see Table 2). (a) Experiment type 1, without dipole intera
(i.e., TD 3 0). (b) Experiment type III, without dipole interaction. (c) Exp-
iment type V, without dipole interaction. (d) Experiment type III, with dip
interaction (TD 5 3 ms).
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29QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER
3.2. Experimental Validation

For each agar gel and each experiment type we estimat
various material parameters by nonlinear least-squares fi
On the basis of the numerical simulations of the prev
section we restricted our analysis to the RP variant of the s
equation, looking at forms with and without the dipolar ter
The predictions of these two variants of the signal equa
along with experimental data for an MTP and MTSPGR
experiment are shown in Fig. 2. While the parameter estim
derived from the two signal equations differ, the predic
signals are nearly identical except for small differences ar
10 kHz for the MTSPGR experiment.

The RMS error for these fits is about 1% for the M
experiment and 2% for the MTSPGR experiment. Much o
error in the latter is due to errors in the model for sm
frequency offsets. Considering only offset frequencies gr
than 800 Hz, the RMS error for the MTSPGR experimen
about 1%. We restrict our attention to this range of of
frequencies since the signal change observed at smaller
frequencies is almost entirely due to direct saturation
largely independent of the MT properties of the mate
Furthermore, the large rotations of the spins in the free
caused by pulses near resonance are difficult to model
rately. The low-frequency structure seen in the upper
panel of Fig. 2 is characteristic of pulsed MT experiment
which the fractional saturation of the free pool due to
individual pulse initially oscillates as the offset frequenc
increased.

While these fits, as shown by Fig. 2, are generally clos
the data, there are a number of systematic differences,
tically significant by ax2 test,1 that are not accounted for
random variations. While these deviations could be attrib
to deficiencies in the signal equation, measurement drift anB1

inhomogeneity may also be the cause. The latter may ac
for the mismatch, seen in Fig. 2 at 8 kHz, between
collected for the three different ranges of offset frequen
corresponding to the three gradient strengths.

To assess the effect of neglecting the dipole terms in
signal equation, we tested whether the difference betwee
resulting fitted curves was significant given the measure
noise. Using the test (34)

PHZ .
1

2s ÎO
i

~mdp~i ! 2 mz~i !!
2J , 1%, [11]

we found in every case that the difference between the two
sufficient to choose the form with dipolar terms.mdp(i ) and

z(i ) in Eq. [11] are the points on the fitted curve correspo-
ing to thei th measurement for each signal equation ands is the
standard deviation of the measurement noise. The imp

1 The statisticx 2/(df 2 1), wheredf is the number of degrees of freedo
averaged 45 for these fits, confirming the presence of systematic error
the
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ment in fits by including dipolar terms tended to be sub
resulting on average in a 5% reduction in that portion of
residual error not accounted for by measurement noise.

We also investigated the effect of neglecting the di
terms on the parameter estimates by comparing the esti
drawn from simultaneous fits of each model to all five ex
iment types for each gel. To assess the precision of
estimates we computed the marginal uncertainty for eac
rameter (35) using both the residual sum of squares error in

easurements and the uncertainties inR1
obs andR1,r. Based on

the gradient of the objective function for each measurem
this yields at statistic withN 2 p degrees of freedom and
corresponding confidence interval for the parameter. Sinc
parameter estimates are based on the resampled da
fraction of the residual error due to systematic errors is c
spondingly larger. As a result, the error bounds on the pa
eters reflect both the precision or reproducibility of the m
surements and the accuracy of the model. These para
estimates and corresponding uncertainties are given in Ta
R1

obs determined from inversion recovery experiments
0.4106 0.006, 0.5046 0.02, and 0.6996 0.04 s21, respec-
ively, for the 2, 4, and 8% agar gels.

Inspection of Table 3 would suggest that neglecting
ipole terms in the model results in a slight underestima

he restricted pool sizeF and the exchange ratekf as well as
small overestimate ofT2,r. An analysis of variance of ea
parameter taking into account the large number of degre
freedom in the individual entries reveals that only the reduc
in F is statistically significant (tested atp 5 0.05).

Note thatF/(1 1 F) is expected to be proportional to t
concentration of gel. Regressing theF values in Table 3 usin
this relation shows the average deviation forF to be 0.0017
somewhat larger than the reported uncertainty. Subse
results show that such bias tends to be correlated with b
kf andT2,f.

We also investigated the effect of experimental design o
parameter estimates. In Fig. 3, parameter estimates are gr
for each experiment type and each gel using the MTS
signal equation including dipole terms. While these param
estimates are generally in agreement with those derived fr
simultaneous fit to all experiment types, we note thatkf andTD

are not well constrained for these fits, particularly for 2% a
In addition, there is some disagreement among estimatesF
that are matched by a reciprocal trend in the estimates oT2,f.

n independent measurement ofT2,f using the multiechoT2

sequence gave aT2 of 70.16 0.1, 38.56 0.2, and 18.36 3 ms
for 2, 4, and 8% agar, respectively.

3.3. Parameter Images

For the imaging data we looked at both the accuracy o
estimates as compared to the nonimaging studies an
precision of the estimates as reflected by the within im
variation. We computed estimates using both variants o
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FIG. 2. Fitted curves for type I and type V experiments. Dots are experimental data; the solid and dashed lines are for the RP variant of the sig
ith and without dipole interaction, respectively. Note that the solid and dashed lines are indistinguishable in most plots.
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31QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER
model by simultaneously fitting the type IV and type V dat
well as by fitting the type V alone. Parameter images der
from the simultaneous fit of the model without dipole terms
shown in Fig. 4. Also shown are intensity profiles taken a
a line in the F and kf images. These images show go

TABLE 3
Parameter Estimates for Agar Gels Based on a Simultaneous Fit

of the Signal Equation to the Five Experiments

2% agar 4% agar 8% agar

f
a 0.3246 0.09 s21 0.8226 0.25 s21 2.0356 0.56 s21

b 0.3136 0.08 s21 0.7846 0.23 s21 1.8956 0.52 s21

F a 0.00926 0.0011 0.01516 0.0012 0.03026 0.0016
b 0.00876 0.0009 0.01406 0.0009 0.02746 0.001

R1,f
a 0.4056 0.01 s21 0.4976 0.022 s21 0.6906 0.049 s21

b 0.4066 0.01 s21 0.4976 0.02 s21 0.6916 0.05 s21

R1,r
a 1.06 1.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21

b 1.06 1.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21

T2,f
a 54.46 1.3 ms 31.86 0.9 ms 16.76 0.3 ms
b 54.26 1.3 ms 31.56 0.9 ms 16.56 0.3 ms

2,r
a 13.86 1.2ms 13.76 0.8ms 13.66 0.5ms
b 14.46 0.9ms 14.66 0.6ms 14.56 0.4ms

D
a 0.36 0.5 ms 0.56 0.4 ms 0.66 0.3 ms
b

Note. Values are shown for a model with and without dipole interac
Uncertainties are for a 95% confidence interval.

a Signal equation with dipolar terms.
b Signal equation without dipolar terms.

FIG. 3. Comparison of parameter estimates for various experimenta
ars form a 95% confidence interval. Type II experimental data for 2%
s
d
e
g

uniformity, as a result of compensation for excitation field
reception sensitivity variations, as well as good SNR.

We evaluated the precision of these estimates by comp
the standard deviation within regions of interest correspon
to the four bottles. These regions were defined by thresho
the image and eroding the resulting mask by one voxel.
mean and standard deviation for each bottle and each p
eter are given in Table 4 for the simultaneous fits. The re
of fitting to the type V experimental data alone proved hig
unstable and are not shown.

Comparing the parameter estimates for the two varian
the model shows that the two are largely in agreement
subtle difference following the same trend as for the no
aging experiments. However, variability in the estimateskf

for the model including dipole interaction is significan
higher than that without. In addition, the variations inTD

suggest that it is not well constrained by this experime
design. Comparing the parameter estimates with those o
nonimaging experiments shows that the estimates ofF are
consistently lower and the estimates ofkf are consistentl
higher for the imaging experiments.

4. DISCUSSION

The goal of this work was to demonstrate the feasibilit
using conventional MT-weighted MRI pulse sequences to
idly produced quantitative images of the exchange and r
ation properties within an object. To describe these prope

.

signs. The five bars for each gel correspond to experiment types I thro
ar is not available and intentionally left blank.
l de
ag
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32 SLED AND PIKE
we have employed the binary spin bath model with a Gau
lineshape. While this model well characterizes the gels us
our studies, there are a number of considerations in gene
ing this technique toin vivo studies. A number of authors ha
described alternate lineshapes that are more suitable for
(21, 36, 37). Also, there is some evidence that tissues suc
white matter are better characterized by a model with two
water (long T2) components (38–40). While changing th
ineshape is straightforward it is not clear whether ad
dditional compartments to the model will be beneficial.
ituation may prove to be similar to our results with add
ipolar terms to the model, in which improvements in accu
re offset by a loss of precision through greater sensitivi
oise. For completeness, the binary spin bath model s
lso allow for exchange of transverse magnetization41).

However, we found that in ODE simulations of our exp
ments this effect is negligible.

In implementing the MTSPGR signal equation, we con
ered both a continuous-wave (CW) and a rectangular
(RP) approximation for the restricted pool. While the C

FIG. 4. Parameter images based on a simultaneous fit of type IV an
ipole interaction. The materials shown, moving clockwise from the top l

the F andkf parameter maps.
an
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approximation was satisfactory for experiments in which
duty cycle of pulsation was large, it proved inadequate at s
duty cycles. This is because the time constant for equilibr
of the two pools is on the order of a few milliseconds, c
parable with the duration of the MT pulses. The RP appr
mation, by taking into account the duty cycle and pulsa
frequency, offers extra freedom in designing experime
which can be used to advantage in improving estimates o
exchange constantkf. In particular, we found that for imagin
studies, including experimental data from two different p
sequences improved the estimates ofkf beyond what coul
expected from an equivalent increase in SNR.

In choosing a signal equation, we tried to establish whe
including dipolar terms in the model improved the param
estimates. The results of our nonimaging studies show th
dipolar terms make a statistically significant improvemen
the fit of the model and that neglecting the dipolar terms re
in a modest underestimate of the pool size fractionF. How-
ever, we also found that neglecting the dipolar terms sub
tially improved the precision of the estimates ofkf in the

pe V experiments using the RP variant of the MTSPGR signal equatio
are 8% agar, MnCl2 solution, 4% agar, and 2% agar. Also shown are profiles a
d ty
eft,
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33QUANTITATIVE INTERPRETATION OF MAGNETIZATION TRANSFER
imaging experiments. Hence, there is a trade-off betwee
curacy and precision when including the dipolar terms in
model which favors neglecting them. One cannot gener
this conclusion to other materials, however, since the u
tainty in kf tends to decrease asF increases andkf decrease

There are a number of factors to consider in designin
xperiment. In particular, the range of offset frequencies
rage irradiation powers, and pulse repetition periods to sa
eeds to be selected. While we did not consider all of t

actors in detail, we noted a number of trends. With respe
ulses powers, we found little benefit in choosing more

wo pulse powers for an experiment beyond that which ca
xpected from an equivalent number of repeated mea
ents. For this reason, in the imaging experiments the nu
f pulse angles was reduced from 3 to 2. With respec

requency offsets, there is clearly little benefit in samp
ffsets so close to resonance that the free pool is satura
o far from resonance that the MT effect disappears.
tively, one would expect that offsets at which the MT effec
ite is largest to be the most useful (2 through 20 kHz for
gar gels considered here); however, taking advantage o
ould require a priori knowledge of the linewidth. Since
uration of the pulses is comparable to the equilibration

or the two pools, the behavior of a sequence depends on
he pulse duration and the interpulse interval for a g
verage power. We found that sampling more than one of
ombinations substantially improved the estimates ofkf.
Besides optimizing the sampling, a variety of fast imag

echniques could be employed to speed up the data acqui
he MTSPGR sequence with TR5 50 ms, 128 phase encod
signal averages, and 12.8 s of preparation takes 64

ample image. This sequence easily generalizes to 3
xchanging signal averages for phase encode steps in th
irection with little increase in total scan time. Alternately,

TAB
Parameter Estimates for Agar Gels Averag

MnCl2 2

kf
a 0.842
b 0.734

F a 0 0.0074
b 0 0.0066

R1,f
a 2.076 0.05 s21 0.419
b 2.076 0.05 s21 0.419

R1,r
a 1.0
b 1.0

T2,f
a 66.86 3 ms 57.3
b 66.86 3 ms 56.4

T2,r
a 13.1
b 14.3

TD
a 1.32
b

a Signal equation with dipolar terms.
b Signal equation without dipolar terms.
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can use an MTP type sequence and collect an image in a
shot following the preparatory pulsing. Similar modificat
can be made to reduce the imaging time required to collecB0,
B1, andR1

obs data. Given these fast imaging modifications to
pulse sequences, single slice imaging would be feasible w
a clinically acceptable scan time of perhaps 30 min and l
multislice imaging would be as well.

While the results of our experiments were generally
agreement with those reported in (15) (see Table 1), the di
repancies exceed the quoted uncertainties. In particularR1

obs

differs significantly between the two sets of experiments. S
this parameter is determined in a separate inversion rec
experiment and influences the subsequent estimate of the
parameters, the differences between the results may be
this factor alone. Given that there may also be differe
between gel preparations, we looked at the consisten
results between the different experiments we performed o
same gel in assessing experimental accuracy.

The results of the imaging experiments were general
agreement with the results of the nonimaging experim
however, we did note systematic differences in the estima
F andkf. In general, we found that the uncertainty inF andkf

was correlated such that underestimates ofF were matched b
overestimates ofkf. A similar correlation was observed b-
tweenF andT2,f. As seen from the parameter estimates for
individual experiment types in Fig. 3, each experiment h
different bias in this respect. We attribute these biases to s
differences between the approximations in the signal equ
and the putatively correct ODE solution. Since these di
ences are smallest for pulsation that resembles contin
wave irradiation one might expect pulse sequences with
quent pulses to be more accurate. However, since we
that thekf parameter is not well constrained by this kind
experiment alone, such a solution is unsatisfactory. In pra

4
over Each Region of the Parameter Maps

gar 4% agar 8% agar

.2 s21 1.376 0.3 s21 2.476 1 s21

.05 s21 1.326 0.2 s21 2.786 0.3 s21

.0016 0.01216 0.001 0.02716 0.004

.0004 0.01216 0.002 0.02606 0.002

.002 s21 0.4836 0.1 s21 0.7606 0.04 s21

.02 s21 0.4836 0.1 s21 0.7606 0.04 s21

.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21

.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21 1.06 1.0 s21

ms 33.86 3 ms 16.86 1 ms
ms 33.76 2 ms 16.86 0.9 ms
ms 14.16 0.6ms 14.16 1 ms
.5ms 14.16 0.3ms 14.16 0.3ms
ms 0.026 0.5 ms 0.146 1 ms
LE
ed

% a

6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 0
6 1
6 1
6 3
6 3
6 2
6 0
6 3
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34 SLED AND PIKE
one may prefer a design with some inherent bias to gain gr
precision in repeated measurements.

5. CONCLUSION

We have described a method for analyzing general p
MT experiments in which the magnetization is driven to ste
state. From experiments on agar gel, we have shown tha
method can be used to reliably and accurately estimat
exchange and relaxation properties of a material in an ima
context. Such an approach offers advantages over im
techniques yielding magnetization transfer contrast ratios
from the perspective of providing more information and
being comparable among different pulse sequences and
ning hardware. While minor changes in the model are ne
to account for the differences between agar gel and tissu
results indicate that it is feasible to use this techniquein vivo.

APPENDIX

The solutions for the steady-state magnetization o
MTSPGR experiment can be computed as follows. Equa
[1]–[5] can be written in matrix form as

M ~t!

dt
5 A ~t!M ~t! 1 BM 0, [A1]

whereM is a magnetization vector,M 0 is the fully relaxed stat
of the magnetization, andA andB are matrices correspondi
o the coefficients of Eqs. [1]–[5]. Approximating a pu
equence as a series of periods of free precession (fp), c
ous-wave irradiation (cw) of the restricted pool, or insta
eous saturation (is) of the free pool, the matrixA is constan

or each of these periods. Since the transverse magnetiza
he free pool is decoupled from the other components in
f these cases, only the longitudinal components are use
omputation and the transverse components are assum
isappear through relaxation and spoiling. The state o
agnetization after a periodt for each of these cases is nota
* (M, t) and given by

F fp~M , t! 5 e2AfptM 1 @I 2 e2Afpt#M 0 [A2]

Fcw~M , t! 5 e2AcwtM 1 @I 2 e2Acwt#M cw
ss [A3]

F is~M ! 5 SM. [A4]

is a diagonal matrix with elements [Sf 1 1], whereSf is the
ractional saturation of the free pool due to the given pulsSf

is computed by solving for the magnetization of the free
following the given pulse using Eqs. [1] and [2] withR1,f, kf,

nd kr equal to zero and the initial conditionM 5 M 0. The
ratio of Mz,f before and after the pulse isSf.

M cw
ss is the steady state of the magnetization established
ter

ed
y
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a long period of continuous-wave irradiation of the restri
pool:

M cw
ss 5 3

M0,f~R1,rkf 1 R1,rR1,f 1 R1,fkr 1 WR1,f!

R1,rR1,f 1 R1,rkf 1 R1,fkr 1 WR1,f 1 Wkf

M0,r~R1,rR1,f 1 R1,rkf 1 R1,fkr!

R1,rR1,f 1 R1,rkf 1 R1,fkr 1 WR1,f 1 Wkf

4 . [A5]

Using these equations one can solve for the steady
magnetization of a periodic pulse sequence using the rel

M ~t 1 TR! 5 M ~t!. [A6]

or example, a period from a simplified version of
TSPGR sequence could be described in three steps: in

aneous saturation of the free pool due to the MT pu
nstantaneous saturation of the free pool by the excit
ulse, and a period of continuous-wave irradiation of
estricted pool of duration TR. Combining these yields
quation

M 5 Fcw~S2S1M , TR!, [A7]

hereS1 and S2 are fractional saturation matrices due to
MT and excitation pulses, respectively.

The observed magnetizationMxy,f is given by

Mxy,f 5 cS1,fM z,f
ss sin u, [A8]

where u is the flip angle of the excitation pulse andc is a
constant reflecting other factors such as proton density
equipment sensitivity. Solving Eqs. [A7] and substituting
result into [A8] yields for the case of (TD 3 0) after som
simplification

Mxy,f 5
c~E1 2 1!~E2 2 1!~l2 2 l1!S1,fM z,f

ss sin u

~E1 2 1!~Sf E2 2 1!~l2 2 l1!
1 ~Sf 2 1!~E2 2 E1!~l2 2 R1,f 2 kf!

, [A9]

wherel1,2 are the eigenvalues ofA cw given by

l1,2 5 1
2 ~R1,f 1 kf 1 R1,r 1 kr 1 W!

6 1
2 Î~R1,f 1 kf 1 R1,r 1 kr 1 W! 2

2 4~R1,fR1,r 1 kfR1,r 1 R1,fkr 1 R1,fW 1 kfW!

ith E1 5 e2l1 t andE2 5 e2l2 t.
For the RP variant of the MTSPGR signal equation

approximate pulse sequence has the following steps: in
taneous saturation of the free pool from the MT and e
tation pulse, continuous-wave irradiation of the restric
pool for a periodt/2, a period TR2 t of free precession
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and finally another period of continuous-wave irradiatio
durationt/2. Combining all of these steps and solving forM
as before yields an expression for the steady-state m
tization that is, while cumbersome to write out in fu
straightforward to compute.
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